
Knowing I Love You Man
I’m going to take a break  from my New York Trip Diary to
write up a few movies.  All I have left is the World Trade
Center site post anyway, so that’s just one thing on a trip of
hundreds!  Besides, writing up these 2 movies should be easy,
since I don’t have much to say about either one…

Last week for date night, we saw Knowing, a movie we had been
looking forward to.  Not that we’re Nicolas Cage fans (quite
the opposite actually); the movie just looked intriguing. 
It’s about a guy whose son gets a piece of paper with hundreds
of numbers on it which was buried in a time capsule for fifty
years.   After  some  investigation  (and  A  LOT  of  liquor!),
Nicholas Cage discovers that the numbers correspond to the
dates, places, and the number of fatalities that would occur
during certain calamities – they have all occurred already;
except for the 3 left on the list.  And that’s about it. 
Cage’s acting was no better than usual (why did I think this
would be one of his better movies?  Can you tell he is Francis
Ford Coppola’s nephew?), and I don’t want to spoil the ending
for you, but I found it cheesy and actually kind of dumb.  I
was entertained, but barely, and I did doze a tad during this
one, although the action sequences awoke me with a start. 
Feeling unsatisfied after this movie, we decided to make it a
double feature and sneaked into I Love You Man – no, I’m
kidding, we went back to the cashier and paid for the movie
legitimately – besides, we needed a refill on our pop and
popcorn, though the latter was quite regretful.

I Love You Man looked like kind of a dumb comedy, but we’ve
been appreciating the actor Paul Rudd lately (he is SO funny
in Role Models and Friends reruns), so we decided to check it
out.  What we got was kind of a dumb comedy, but actually not
as bad as I thought.  It wasn’t entirely predictable, and
there  were  some  funny  moments  that  they  actually  hadn’t
spoiled in the movie’s trailers.  If you like silly comedies
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and Paul Rudd, check it out.  It’s not nearly as funny as Role
Models, but it is much less crude.


